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Abstract. This articleexpoundsa philosophicalapproachto Probabilityand
Causality:a synthesis of the personalist Bayesian views of de Finetti and
Popper'sfalsificationistprogramme.A falsificationmethodfor probabilistic
or causaltheories,based on "Borelcriteria,"is described.It is arguedthatthis
minimalist approach,free of any distractingmetaphysicalinputs, provides
the essential supportrequiredfor the conductand advanceof Science.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The neo-Bayesian revival of the 20th century was
stimulated by the contributionsof such workers as
Ramsey(1926), de Finetti(1974-1975), Savage(1954)
and Lindley (1965), with theirstrongemphasison personal probability (more often, but less appropriately,
called subjective probability)-an interpretationthat
is, however, at best only implicit in the original memoir of Bayes (1763). Conversely, there is relatively
little attention paid by personalist Bayesian statisticians (although more by Bayesian philosophers:see,
e.g., Howson and Urbach, 1993) to what was arguably
Bayes's principalpurpose:to provide a machineryfor
drawing causal conclusions. Thus if C is a possible
cause of an observed effect E, Bayes's theorem provides exactly the requisitelogic to assess P(CIE), the
believability of cause C in the light of the observation, in terms of the more basic ingredients P(EIC),
the probabilityof obtaining the effect E when cause
C is in fact operating,and P (C), the priorbelievability
of C.
The personalistBayesian viewpoint remainscontroversial,even amongBayesians.The principalobjection
has been thatScience is, or shouldbe, the searchfor objective facts and laws, togetherwith an associatedview
that the instrumentsand argumentsused in that search
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should likewise have an objective status, independent
of any personal views of the Scientist. I myself have
been enormously influenced by the logical cohesion
and persuasivenessof the uncompromisinglypersonalist approachto Probabilityset out by de Finetti. At
the same time I do take seriously the criticism that, if
this theory is to be more than a branchof Psychology,
some furtherlink with externalrealityis needed.
In this articleI describemy attemptto relatepersonal
probabilitiesto the external world. In fact the scope
of this program is wider, since the personalist-or
any other-interpretationof probabilityis not essential
to it. I consider general scientific theories of the
world, expressedmathematicallyin a way thatinvolves
probabilisticterms (supposedto satisfy Kolmogorov's
axioms), andask whatit meansfor such a theoryto do a
good or badjob of describingthe world.The suggested
answer, based on Borel's "single law of chance," is
indirect and subtle, but I believe it serves the desired
purposewell.
I also considerhere the empiricalcontentand meaning of causal probabilisticmodels. These have recently
attractedconsiderableinterestin the general statistical
community (Rubin, 1978; Robins, 1989; Pearl, 2000;
Shafer, 1996). In Dawid (2000) I pointed out some
worryingmetaphysicalaspectsof currentlypopularapproachesand outlinedan alternativedecision-theoretic
approach which avoids these. This is a straightforward extension of regularprobabilisticmodelling and
is amenable to analysis by the identical methods and
tools. Consequently,we can apply the philosophical
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understandingsdeveloped for probabilisticmodels to
understandcausal models also.
I have been developingthe principalideas described
here over many years. For the relationshipbetween
probabilitymodelling and reality, see Dawid (1982b,
1984c, 1985a-c), Seillier-Moiseiwitsch and Dawid
(1993), Dawid (1997) and Dawid and Vovk (1999).
For exchangeability and its extensions, see Dawid
(1977, 1982a, 1984b), ConsonniandDawid (1985) and
Dawid (1985c, 1986a, 1988). For causality,see Dawid
(1979, 1984a, 2000, 2002, 2003). The currentarticle
attempts to provide a "position statement,"locating
these scattered contributions within a (reasonably)
coherentoverallphilosophy.

quantity.In restrictingthe scope of uncertaintyjudgments to genuineobservables,de Finettican himself be
regardedas following in the footsteps of Bayes (1763),
who derivedthe uniformpriordistributionfor an unobservablebinomialprobabilityparameterfrom the more
basic judgment of a discreteuniformpredictivedistributionfor the numberof successes in the next n trials.
de Finettishowedthatcoherence,a simple economic
behavioral criterion-essentially, that You ought to
avoid a combinationof decisions that is guaranteedto
lead to loss-is all that is needed to ensure that Your
uncertaintycan be representedand manipulatedusing
the mathematicaltheoryof probability,including,as an
importantspecial case, Bayes's theorem.

1.1 Preview

2.1.1 Exchangeability.Perhaps the greatest and
most original success of de Finetti's methodological
programis his theory of exchangeability(de Finetti,
1937). When considering a sequence of coin-tosses,
for example, de Finetti does not assume-as would
typically be done automaticallyand uncritically-that
these must have the probabilisticstructureof Bernoulli
trials.Instead,he attemptsto understandwhen and why
this Bernoulli model might be reasonable. In accordance with his positivistposition, he startsby focusing
attention directly on Your personal joint probability
distributionfor the potentiallyinfinitesequenceof out-

Section 2 brieflydescribesthe two philosophies,due
respectively to de Finetti and Popper, that have inspired my own approachto understandingprobabilistic models of the world. Althoughthese thinkerswould
generally be regardedas having very different, even
mutuallyinconsistent,viewpoints,I believe that a synthesis of theirprincipalpoints of emphasisis both possible and valuable.
In Section 3, I review and exemplify various ideas
that have been propounded,from differing philosophical standpoints,on the meaning of probabilityand its
real-world interpretation.In particular,Section 3.3.4
describes an indirect approachachieving the desired
de Finetti-Poppersynthesis. Section 4 thenuses this as
a basis for a generalmethod,based on "probabilitycalibration,"for testing probabilisticmodels throughappropriatecomparisonsof theoreticalprobabilitiesand
observed frequencies. The argument is extended to
causal modelling in Section 5. Section 6 containssome
concludingremarks.
2. TWOPHILOSOPHIES
2.1 de Finetti
de Finetti's philosophical approach might be described as "Machian,"or "extremepositivist." It ascribes meaningonly to those events and quantitiesthat
are observablein the world and providesvariousmeasuring instruments(e.g., gambling scenarios, proper
scoring rules, decision problems) that can be used to
quantify Yourl uncertaintyabout any such unknown
1 Following de Finetti, we denote by "You"the subject whose
uncertaintyand personalprobabilitiesareunderconsideration.

comes (Xi, X2,...)

of the tosses-this

distribution

being numericallyfully determined(and so, in particular, having no "unknownparameters").Exchangeability holds when this joint distributionis symmetric,in
the sense that Youruncertaintywould not be changed
even if the tosses were first to be relabelled in some
fixed but arbitraryway (so that, e.g., X1 now refers
to toss 5, X2 to toss 21, X3 to toss 1, etc.). In many
applied contexts You would be willing to regardthis
as an extremelyweak and reasonablecondition to impose on Your personal joint distribution,at least to
an acceptableapproximation.de Finetti's famous representationtheorem now implies that, assuming only
exchangeability, we can deduce that Your joint distributionis exactly the same as if You believed in a
model of Bernoulli trials, governedby some unknown
parameterp, and had personal uncertaintyabout p
(expressedby some probabilitydistributionon [0, 1]).
In particular,You would give probability 1 to the existence of a limiting relative frequency of H's in the
sequence of tosses, and could take this limit as the definition of the "parameter"p. Because it can examine
frequencyconceptions of Probabilityfrom an external
standpoint,the theoryof personalprobabilityis able to
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cast new light on these-an understandingthat is simply unavailableto a frequentist,whose very conception
of probabilityis alreadybased on ideas of frequency.
Even more important,from this external standpoint
these frequencyinterpretationsare seen to be relevant
only in very special setups, ratherthan being fundamental:for example, there is no difficultyin principle
to extending the ideas and mathematicsof exchangeability to two-dimensional,or still more complicated,
arraysof variables(Dawid 1982a, 1985c).
2.2 Popper
The scepticism toward the personal Bayesian approach among many statisticiansmight be countered
by exhibiting some way of confronting Your psychological uncertaintyassessmentswith what actually
happensin the world. One such approach(see Dawid,
1986b) can be based on "proper scoring rules"quantativemeasuresof the success of probabilityevaluations in the light of observed outcomes, which can
be used to compare rival evaluations.Here, however,
we shall be concernedwith absolute, ratherthan relative, assessmentsof empiricaladequacy.
The falsificationistapproachof Karl Popper (1959)
takes this issue seriously. Popper classifies theories
as either "physical" or "metaphysical."A physical
theory makes predictions about the real world that
can be tested by observation. If such a prediction
fails, the theory is discreditedand must be discarded
or modified. However, passing such a test does not
in itself render the theory "proven"or "true"in any
sense-indeed, from a thoroughgoingfalsificationist
standpoint (perhaps even more thoroughgoing than
Popperhimself would have accepted),we can dispense
with such conceptsaltogether.It may well be the fate of
any theorywe can ever devise to be eventuallyfalsified;
we can only hope that our currentlyunfalsifiedtheory
or theories will prove useful for understandingand
predicting the world, during their limited lifespan.
Popper's approachtakes seriously Hume's argument
that there can be no noncircularargumentjustifying
induction, but, rather than throwing in the towel,
decides to get on with the job and hope for the best. It
is betterdescribedas a methodologicalprogramrather
than a philosophy. It is entirely agnostic about such
deep matters as the "truth"of intellectual theories.
Indeed, one does not have to subscribe to the view
that falsification is all there is to science to find it a
fruitful approach:it is in essence a minimalistprogram,
and any understandingsthat can be reached by this
means, without any further philosophical inputs or

assumptions,will have a correspondinglyhigh degree
of robustness.
A theory that makes purportedlymeaningful assertions that cannot be falsified by any observation is
"metaphysical."2Whatever other valuable properties
such a theory may have, it would not, in Popper's
view, qualify as a scientific theory. While Popper did
not disdain metaphysics, he wished to demarcatethe
boundarybetween metaphysics and science, claiming
falsifiability as the defining feature of the latter, and
aiming to remove metaphysicalconcepts from scientific theoriesas much as possible.3
Although Popperdisagreedvehementlywith inductivist approachesto science such as thatof de Finetti,at
a deep level it seems that both the positivist de Finetti
and the "negativist"Poppersharedmuch the same empiricist view of the natureand importanceof the relation between theoryand reality.
3. THEORYAND REALITY
While thereare many subtle philosophicalissues involved in puttingPopper'sfalsificationistprograminto
effect, I find the overall approachit embodies just as
2 We can distinguish various
degrees of falsification of a
theoretical assertion, and correspondingly varying degrees of
(meta)physicality. Popper himself talks of "basic statements,"
themselves expressiblewithinthe theory,whose truthwould be inconsistent with that theory-but leaves somewhat vague the empirical statusof such statements.When such a basic statementcan
be interpretedas describing a currentlypossible, or at least conceivable, measurementor set of measurements,we might call it
physical. A statementthat is currentlyunfalsifiable,but might become so by extensions to our theory and/orexperimentalabilities,
mightbe termedpotentiallyphysical. A statementthatcould not, on
purely logical grounds,be falsifiable,even with such extensions, is
fundamentallymetaphysical.The boundariesare not always clear:
for example, are statementsabout propensities(see Section 3.3.2)
potentially physical or fundamentallymetaphysical(I opt for the
latter,but could understandthe other viewpoint)?However,I consider some of the statementsmade in potential response theories
of causality (see Section 5.1) as, indubitably,fundamentallymetaphysical.
3 It is interestingthatPopperhimself pays greatattentionto such
metaphysicalideas as realism (which he accepts) and idealism and
instrumentalism(which he rejects, but which have been guiding
spiritsbehindmy own program).Thus he was a firmbelieverin the
meaningfulnessof the conceptof the truthof a scientifictheory,and
even seems to have believed that some currentscientific theories
were indeed true (althoughwe could never know this for sure). It
seems to me that such considerationsare simply irrelevantto his
falsificationistmethodologicalprogram,which can be clarifiedand
strengthenedby applyingto it the the same exhortationto manage
without metaphysical concepts that it itself imposes on specific
scientific theories.
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compelling as de Finetti's argumentsfor coherence of
personalprobabilities.Over many years I have worked
towardforminga synthesisof these two approaches,by
developing falsificationcriteriato assess the empirical
performanceof Your personal probabilityjudgments.
Such a criterioncan then be used more generally, to
assess (always purely tentatively)the empiricalworth
of any proposedprobabilitymodel, irrespectiveof its
origins, be they personalistor otherwise.
3.1 Two Universes
For sensible discussion of these issues, I regard
it as of vital importance to distinguish, carefully
and constantly,between two very differentuniverses,
which I will term "intellectual"and "physical."4
Any kind of scientific, mathematicalor logical theory is a purely intellectual construct.It will typically
involve a variety of symbols and concepts, together
with rules for manipulatingthem. The physical universe, on the other hand, just does its own thing,
entirely ignorant of, and careless of, any of our intellectual theories. It manifests itself to us by means
of observations.I consider that failure to appreciate
which of these universes is appropriateto some topic
or term of discourse is a common cause of confusion,
with potentiallyseriouslymisleadingconsequences.
A specificallyscientifictheory-unlike, for example,
a purely mathematicalone-further purportsto "say
something about"the physical universe. However, in
orderfor it to be able to do this there must first be establishedsome clearlyunderstoodlinkbetweenthe two
universes,intellectualandphysical. Such a link will involve explicit or implicit rules of interpretation.For
example, we might agree to interpretthe symbol X in
a certainapplicationof a certaintheoryas representing
the distance between the earth and the sun, as determined by a suitablemeasurementprotocol.
3.2 Deterministic Theories
Withimportantexceptionssuch as quantummechanics and Mendelian genetics, most modern scientific
4The latter ("physical") corresponds roughly to Popper's
World 1 (Popper, 1982); the former ("intellectual")could refer
equally to his World 2 (comprising subjective thought and experience) or World 3 (comprising"objectivethought").Our distinction might appearto presuppose a dualist philosophy, but this is
inessential:the "physicaluniverse"could itself be given an idealist, even solipsistic, phenomenologicalinterpretation,in terms of
Your perceptionsof sense impressions, thus reducing World 1 to
World2 (we here gloss over the difficultiesinvolved in abstracting
from sense perceptionsto supposed"real-world"quantities).
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theories are deterministic.They involve terms whose
theoreticalrelationshipscan be understood,using the
relevant rules of interpretation,as relationships that
should be satisfied by certain measurementsin the
physical universe.If we can makethese measurements,
we can look to see whether or not the asserted relationships hold. Any failure to do so would falsify
the model.
3.3 Probabilistic Theories
There are serious difficulties, however, in applying
the above naYvefalsificationistprogramdirectly to a
probabilistictheory.Thus supposethat we are to toss a
given coin repeatedly,andobservethe outcome,H or T.
Considerthe theorywhereinwe representthe outcome
of the ith toss of this coin by Xi, furtherrepresenting
outcome H by 1 and T by 0; and model the (Xi) by
means of the joint probability distribution P under
which they areindependent,with P (Xi = 1) = 0.5. We
call this the "faircoin model."
How could we falsify such a probabilistictheory?
As a basis for this, we would first need to supply
appropriaterules of interpretation,linking the probabilistic ingredients of the model to the physical universe. We now consider a number of ways in which
this task might be approached.
3.3.1 Personalprobability. If the fair coin model P
is interpretedas merely describingYour personal beliefs, it could be tested withouteven tossing the penny,
by observing Your behavior, for example in various
gambling scenarios. However, this purely psychological falsifiabilityclearly misses the main point:thatthe
theoryis intendedto describethe externalphysicaluniverse, ratherthan (or at least, in additionto) Your internalpsychological state.
It is sometimes suggested that the theory of exchangeability, or its variations, supplies a way of
linking psychological and physical probabilities.Thus
in the case described in Section 2.1.1 of exchangeable personalopinions abouta sequenceof coin tosses,
de Finetti's theorem appears to prove, mathematically,
the existence of a limiting relative frequency p conditional on which the coin behaves according to a
Bernoulli model with probability parameter p-and
this quantity p would then seem to be a suitable candidate for the label "physical probability." The fair coin
model can be regarded as obtained by combining exchangeability with the additional requirement p = 0.5,
and this latter requirement (together with other implications of the Bernoulli model) could in principle
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be tested empirically (see Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4).
However, the basic assumptionof exchangeabilityis
itself physically untestable.Furthermorethe qualification "withprobability1" governingthe existence of p
in de Finetti's theorem is no mere technicality, but
refers to Yourpsychological belief state, which could
be quite out of touch with reality.All that de Finetti's
theoremin fact shows is that, if You are coherentand
Youropinions about the coin tosses exhibit exchangeability,then this commits You to believe in (i.e., attach
probability 1 to) the existence of p. But this quantity
still inhabits the intellectualuniverse:Yourbelief can
give no guaranteeof the actual existence of a counterpartof p in the physical universe. Indeed, as we shall
see in Section 3.3.4, it is just this importantdistinction, between firmlyheld intellectualbeliefs and physical reality,that is fundamentalto our interpretationof
probabilitymodels. Failureto appreciateit is liable to
lead to serious misinterpretations(Kalai and Lehrer,
1993; Miller and Sanchirico, 1999).
3.3.2 Propensity. In Popper'spropensity theory of
probability(Popper, 1983), which supersededhis initial frequency interpretation(Popper, 1959), there is
supposedto exist in the physical universe,andquite independentof ourintellectualtheorizing,a "propensity"
for a particulartoss (say the ith) of the penny to result
in H;5 this is taken as the intendedexternalreferentof
the theoreticalterm pi := P(Xi = 1) of the fair coin
model. This model would then necessarily be false if
the physical propensityto obtain H on toss 1 were not
in fact 0.5. Likewise, we might contemplatethe physical existence of a joint propensityto obtain the result
H on both tosses 1 and 2: the model would equally be
false if this joint propensitywere not 0.25.
Unfortunately,it is difficult to see how to translate
this understandingof falsity into a workablefalsification criterion-since we cannot construct or even
conceive6 of any measurementprotocols to determine
directlyany physical propensity,such as thatof obtaining H on toss 1 of the penny.It seems to me that Popper would have to classify his own propensitytheory
as metaphysical.
3.3.3 Frequency. A frequentist such as von Mises
(1939) would deny the physical existence of uniquecase propensities, while admitting the physical existence of a "generic" probability for the given coin to
5 More precisely, Popper considers a propensity as associated
with a particular"experimentalarrangement,"detailing the conditions underwhich the outcome is generated.
6 At any rate, I cannot-see footnote 2.

fall H in tosses of this kind. This could be defined
directly in terms of more basic physical observables
such as the limitingproportionof H's obtainedon tossing the coin repeatedly.Fromthis pointof view, the fair
coin model would be falsified if this limit fails to exist
and to equal 0.5.
Refinements of this idea can be developed to address, additionally,the importantindependenceproperty embodied in the fair coin model. Thus von Mises
requiresthatthe sequenceof observedoutcomes satisfy
his "randomnesspostulate."Informally,this meansthat
the propertyof yielding limiting relativefrequency0.5
should obtain, not just for the complete sequence of
outcomes,butalso for subsequences,chosen by "placeselection rules"wherebythe decision whetheror not to
include any particulartoss in the subsequencecan depend on the outcomes of previoustosses. Althoughnot
mathematicallywatertightin its original formulation,
this conceptioncan be made rigorous(see, e.g., Dawid,
1985a, Section 2).
Sophisticatedand imaginativethough such approaches are, it could be argued that they do not really
addressthe faircoin Bernoullitrialsmodel directly,but
anddistortion
subjectit to considerablereinterpretation
in their attemptsto link it to the physical universe.
3.3.4 Borel criteria. My own favored approach
avoids completely any need to assume the physical existence of probabilities,however interpreted.I regard
"probability"as a purely theoretical term, inhabiting
the intellectualuniverse and without any direct physical counterpart.We might interpretsuch a theoretical probabilityas a personal degree of belief, or as
a propensity,but any such interpretationis irrelevant
to our purposes. Rather,we should regardprobabilities as enteringour scientific theories as instrumental
terms, the link between theoretical probabilities and
the physical universe being indirect. This approach
to interpretingprobabilisticmodels avoids many potential philosophicalpitfalls. In particular,by treating
probabilitiesas purely theoreticalterms with only indirect implicationsfor the behavior of observables,it
is able to eschew deep but ultimately irrelevantand
distractingphilosophicalinquiry into the "truenature
of Probability."
We takeas ourfalsifiabilitycriterion(moreprecisely,
a family of criteria) a version of a principle that, in
one form or another,has been propoundedby Bernoulli
(1713), Cournot(1843) (see Shafer and Vovk, 2001)
and Borel (1943), who called it "the Single Law of
Chance."We regarda probabilistictheory as falsified
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if it assigns probability unity to some prespecified
theoretical event A, and observation shows that the
physical counterpartof the event A is in fact false. We
shall call such an event A a "Borel criterion."In the
minimalist7 version of this approach, only extreme
(i.e., 0 or 1) probabilitiesin a theory are regardedas
having any meaningful direct external referent, and
only such extreme probability statements can act as
potentialfalsifiersof the theory.
For example, for our fair coin model it is a mathematicaltheoremthatthe theoreticalevent
nX

49

Borel criterionwill ever be able to distinguishbetween
P and Q.8 In particular,no specific nonextreme assignment of a value qi to the probabilityof obtaining
H on toss i can ever be falsified. Typicallyonly a complete probabilistictheory,involving an infinite collection of probabilityassignments,can be falsified using
a Borel criterion.
Although the inability to discriminatebetween two
models P and Q when P Q might seem to be a fundamentalproblemwith this approach,it can be argued
that, from a pragmaticpoint of view, it is of no importance.For it can be shown (Blackwell and Dubins,
1962) that when this absolute continuityholds, as the
current time N -+ oc, the conditional distribution of

i=1

has P-probability 1. Hence, as a model of the physical
universe, P could be regarded as falsified if, on
observation,the correspondingphysical property,
the limiting relative frequency of H in the
sequenceof coin-tosses exists andequals0.5,
is foundto fail. In this simple case, this conclusionhappens to agree with thatof Section 3.3.3. The same reasoning can be used to justify the extensions mentioned
thereto test independence,since these all referto properties that are in fact assigned theoreticalprobability1
by the Bernoullimodel P. Borel criteria,however,are
much more general:in particular,they need in no way
rely on any kind of "repeatedtrials"setup.
It is worth remarkingthat no Borel criterioncould
ever be able to distinguish between two probabilistic
models, P and Q, that are mutuallyabsolutelycontinuous (P Q)-that is, which agree as to which events
are assigned probability 0 (although not necessarily
on other probabilities),and thus both pass or fail any
Borel falsifiabilitytest together.This implies that,with
this approach,we can neverhome in on a unique "true
model" by eliminatingall others.This is a strong, and
perhapsprimafacie disturbing,instanceof the extreme
falsificationistposition that there is just no such thing
as "the true model" for (some aspect of) the physical world.
For example, if, under Q, the (Xi) are takenas independent, with Q(Xi - 1) = qi, where 0 < qi < 1 and

Sl(qi - 0.5)2 < oo, while P is the fair coin model,
then it follows mathematicallythat P e Q, so that no

7 Unlike personalist interpretations,or that of Popper (1983),
who regardsBorel criteriaas providinga "bridge"between empirical observationsand a probabilistictheory interpretedas making
assertions about propensities, considered as meaningful (though
unobservable)real-worldquantities.

(the remainderof) the full sequence X given the currently available information (X1,...,

XN) will be, in

a strong sense, asymptoticallythe same, whetherit is
calculated under P or under Q-this propertyholding almost surely underboth P and Q. Consequently,
given enoughdata,both P and Q will make essentially
identical predictions, and it simply will not matter
which one we use. This reassuringpropertyis an instance of what I have termed"Jeffreys'slaw" (Dawid,
1984c): distincttheories that cannoteventuallybe distinguished empirically do not in fact need to be so
distinguished.
The above approach to the testing of probabilistic models, using Borel criteria, takes very seriously
de Finetti's motto "Probability does not exist"
(de Finetti, 1974-1975): that is to say, it denies-or
at any rate, has no use for-the idea that there is a
property of the physical world that is in direct correspondence to the theoretical concept of probability. This necessitates indirect applicationof Popper's
hypothetico-deductive approach. We suppose that,
somehow or other,9 we have come up with one or
more theories,involvingprobabilities(perhaps,but not
necessarily,having a personalistinterpretation)as theoreticalterms.These are attachedas attributesto other
8 In fact we can even allow dependence among the (Xi) under Q. The generalconditionfor P Q is
(qi - 0.5)2 < 0
(Q-almost surely),where now qi := Q(Xi =E'-|IX1,..., Xi-1).
9 I do not propose that the falsificationistmethodological programlaid out here is in any way relevantto the important,but separate, issues of hypothesisgenerationand hypothesisinterpretation.
My own preferenceis for hypothesesthatcan be interpretedas tentative personalistviews of the world,but this is inessential.I would
not deny that a variety of interpretations(e.g., based on a realist
view of Nature, ascribingtruthor meaning to terms that are later
regardedpurelyinstrumentallyfor falsificationistpurposes)can be
fruitfulin suggesting interestingmodels and hypotheses.
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terms that name well-specified physically observable
quantitiesand events. For such a model, we construct
an appropriateBorel "testevent"thatis assigned probability 1 by that model; and we reject, or modify, any
model that fails its test.10Any remainingmodels can
then be used, albeit tentatively,for prediction,or other
such purposes-although these, too, may also eventually be rejected.We have no need to believe in the existence of a true model, describingthe physical world
perfectly (which is to say, never being rejected by
our falsification criterion);and even were this to be
the case, such a "true"model would typically not be
unique!However,Jeffreys'slaw suggests that all models that survive sufficientlyintensive testing should be
essentially equivalentfor predictivepurposes.11
3.4 An Example
To elaborate further the differences between the
above viewpoints, we consider a slightly more complicated problem (Dawid, 1985c). Suppose that it is
possible to sample coins from the potentially infinite
productionof a mint, and to toss any one of these as
often as desired.Let Xij, coded 0 or 1 as before, represent the outcome of toss j of coin i.
3.4.1 Personal probability. As a personalist, You
might structureYourpersonal opinions having regard
to Your perceptions of symmetries in the problem.
Thus, in an extension of the idea of exchangeability (see Section 2.1.1), You might consider using a
joint distributionP for all the (Xij) that would be unchanged if someone were firstto permutethe ordering
of the coins, or to permutethe orderingof the tosses
of any fixed coin. These personaljudgments would be
reflected in Your indifference between bets, whether
placed before or after the applicationof such permutations. This observablepropertycould be used to test
the validity of P as a model of Yourinternalpsychological state, but not its externalphysical validity.
Now it can be shown (Dawid, 1985c) that the above
symmetry assumptions alone (in particular,without
imposing any further assumptions, such as independence) are sufficientto justify the hierarchicalmodelM
describedby the following three stages:
10 We admit, as a potentially serious conceptual and practical

difficulty,thattypicallyto conductsuch a definitivetest will require
an infinite number of observations.Within our frameworkthere
seems to be no way of avoidingthis problem(Dawid, 1985a).
11This solves, or at any rate sidesteps, Goodman's"new riddle
of induction" (Goodman, 1954, Chapter III) since sufficiently
intensive testing over time would serve to distinguishbetween the
nonequivalenttheories "all emeralds are green"and "all emeralds
are grue."

1. A distributionH over [0, 1] is determined(possibly
randomly,by some given process).
2. Conditional on H, quantities pi (i = 1, 2,...)
in [0, 1] are generated independently from the
distributionH.
3. Conditional on H and p := (Pl, P2,...), the Xij are
independentwith
prob(Xij = 1II, p) = pi.

The resultingmarginaljoint probabilitydistributionof
the (Xij) will thenclearlyhave the desiredsymmetries;
and in fact any such symmetricdistributioncan be regardedas having been generatedin this way. Fromthe
personalistpoint of view of Section 3.3.1, the model M
is no more nor less than a probabilisticrepresentation
of Yourperceivedsymmetriesin the collection (Xij)in particular,the quantitiesH and (pi) can be regarded
as purely "instrumentalfictions" for structuringYour
joint uncertaintyfor the observables.
An extension of the above symmetry modelling
approachto apply to more generalanalysis of variance
type problemscan be found in Dawid (1988).
3.4.2 Propensity. How might we interpret the
above model M from the propensityviewpoint of Section 3.3.2?
We might first think of the theoretical term pl
in M as referringto the physical propensitythat the
first coin will fall H on the first toss-although this
interpretationis somewhat muddied by the fact that
the (pi) are themselves being modelled as random.
We could perhapsgo on to regard H as referringto a
"second-orderpropensitydistribution,"again living in
the physical universe,thatgoverns the assignmentof a
value to the propensity,representedby pi, thatthe first
coin will fall H on the firsttoss.
Now consider the collection of all first tosses of
all the coins. Under the model M the corresponding
quantities (Xil) (i = 1,2,...) behave as Bernoulli
trials with probabilityparameter
p* "--

1

uddI- (u).

The theoreticalquantityp* appearsto be just as strong
a candidateas the quantitypl to act as the theoretical
counterpartof the physicalpropensitythatthe firsttoss
of the first coin will result in H. However, in general
p* 4 Pl, whereasthe above propensity,being assumed
to exist in the physical universe,must necessarilyhave
a unique value. Since, as noted earlier,there appearto
be no instrumentsfor measuringpropensities,it is not
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clear how this ambiguityin propensitytheorycould be
resolved.12
3.4.3 Frequency. The frequentistposition of Section 3.3.3 is stronglytied to models involving repeated
trialsunderidenticalconditions.In level 3 of model M
we do have such a situationfor each individualcoin i.
Then we can regardpi as referringto the limiting relative frequencyof H in tosses of coin i.
Since M does not assign a specific value to pl,
we cannot use this as the basis of a falsification
test; however,we can apply the extensions mentioned
in Section 3.3.3 to see whether we can falsify the
implicit assumptionof independencebetween tosses of
the coin.
At level 2 of model M, we can consider the collection (pi) of all the observedlimiting relative frequencies, across all coins, and look to see whether this is
consistent with our model assumptionthat these arise
by repeatedsamplingfrom the distributionHF.(If HFis
not itself fully specified by level 1, we can at least
examine the "independentand identically distributed"
assumption.)
Since thereis no replicationat level 1 of our model,
there is no possibility of falsifying it at that level by
any frequentistcriterion.
3.4.4 Borel criteria. The procedure described in
Section 3.4.3 seems to be an essentiallystraightforward
extension of the frequentist approach to deal with
this more complex "nested"structure.However, this
frequentistlogic cannotbe naturallyextendedto more
complex structures,such as a cross-classified layout,
which do not involve any obvious embedded"repeated
trials."By contrast,the approachof Section 3.3.4 does
not rely on any repeated trials structureand can be
appliedequally well to such more general structures.
For a wide variety of problems, the theory of
extreme-pointmodelling(Lauritzen,1988) can be used
to pass from broad-brushpersonal judgments (e.g.,
Dawid, 1982a, in a generalization of the theory of
exchangeability, from perceptions of invariance under a relevant transformationgroup; or Diaconis and
Freedman, 1980, from considerations of sufficiency)
to corresponding statistical models. This theory can
be used to justify the hierarchical model M of Section 3.4.1 (with H regarded as a nonrandom parameter),
12One attemptedsolution might be to say that the two propensity values refer to differentexperimentalconditions:but if the experimentinvolves selecting one coin at randomand tossing it once,
it is not clear how its conditions change merely by changing the
sequence within which we considerthis toss embedded.
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as well as models for cases such as a cross-classified
layout (Aldous, 1981; Lauritzen,2003) and still more
complex extensions.
Once an appropriatejoint probability model has
been constructed,we can analyze it mathematicallyto
identify suitable probability-1events to use as Borel
criteria for falsification tests. However, this analysis
may be nontrivial, and the choice between different
Borel criterianonobvious.
4. CALIBRATION
AND EXTENSIONS
How, in general, might we select the test event A to
use as a Borel criterion?In Dawid (1985a) I suggested
that a suitable test could be based on the property
of computablecalibration.This applies directly when
quantities are observed in sequence, although it can
also be applied much more generally by first ordering
the quantities somehow-the exact ordering being
asymptoticallyunimportant.
Suppose that P is an arbitraryjoint distribution
for a potentially infinite sequence X := (XI, X2, ...)
of quantities, for simplicity here supposed binary,
and that we wish to test the suitability of P as a
model, in the light of a sequence x := (x1, x2,...)

of

empiricaloutcomes.We introducethe randomquantity
a function of the
li := P(Xi = 1IX1,...,Xi-1),

quantities (Xi, ..., Xi-1_) which also depends on the
model P, and its observed value wi := P(Xi = 1 IX1=
x1 ..., Xi I-1= xi-l), which depends both on the
observed values (xIl,..., xi-1) and on the model P.

Without needing to impose any further conditions,
such as independence,it can be shown (Dawid, 1985a)
that P assigns probability1 to the event
CO: "XN -

l
FIN

0

as N -

oo,"

where XN := (1/N) Li= Xi, etc. Using this event
to constructour Borel criterion,we could regardthe
model P as falsified by the empirical observationsif,
in fact, xn -

M
-/N

0. This property, "overall calibra-

tion,"requiresthat, in the long run, the average of all
the actuallyemitted sequentialprobabilityforecastswi
should agree with the relativefrequencyof outcome 1
among the observedvalues (xi) of the (Xi).
The above test is relatively crude and undiscriminating: for example, it would not reject the fair coin
model, with its constant forecast sequence (0.5, 0.5,
0.5, ...), when the actual outcome sequence alternated
as (0, 1, 0, ... )-looking very far from random.

To constructmore refinedtests, for each i let Ai be
a function of (X1, ..., Xi-1) taking values in {0, 1}.
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We can collect together these functions as a single
function (place-selection rule) A defined on all finite strings, with A(xl, ..., xi-1) := Ai (x, ..., xi-1).
For any infinite sequence x = (xl, x2,...), A deter-

mines a subsequenceXA := (xi :8i = 1), where 6i :=
out terms in a way that can
A(xl, ..., xil)-picking
depend (in an essentially arbitraryfashion) on previous outcomes.
Define, for any N,
EN -AiXi

N

NA

Thus the variables Na, XA and Ha are respectively
the total count, the relativefrequencyand the average
probabilityforecast, up to real time N, in the subsequence Xa. We denote the realized values of NA etc.,
for an observeddata-sequencex = (xi), by na etc.
Now considerthe event
=4

Xa - HA --+ 0,"

which essentially asserts the limiting equality of the
average forecast and average outcome over this subsequence(wheneverit is infinite).It can be shown that,
for any place-selectionrule A, P assigns probability1
to the event CA; so again, we could regard P as
falsifiedif, for the empiricallyrealizeddata-sequencex,
na --+ 0c while xa -

4.1 Gambling Systems
An alternativecriterion that is still more incisive,
and perhapseven more natural,thancalibrationcan be
based on the "martingale"approachof Ville (1939).
Consider an adversaryA, who is trying to discredit
Your probabilitymodel P. At time i, when you have
both observed X = xl, ..., Xi-1 = xi-1, You would
regard ri = P(Xi - 1X1 = x, ..., Xi-1 = xi-1) as

i=1 NNA

CA: "NA --)

not restrictedto Bernoullitrials:it applies to probability models of arbitrarystructureand complexity, with
no furtherassumptionssuch as independence.The only
restrictionis thatwe must first orderthe variables.

ta -/+ 0.

The "P-almost sure" property is clearly retained
if we require such subsequence calibrationfor every
member of some countable collection of placeselection rules A. The most incisive such criterion,
computable calibration, uses as its Borel test criterion
the event C* := (AC,,
Ca, where D is the count-

able collection of place selection rules such that A is
a computable function on its domain (of all finite
strings). Then we can regardthe probabilitymodel P
as falsified, in the light of a stringx of observations,if
the subsequencecalibrationpropertyCA fails to hold
for some computable place-selection rule A applied
to x.
The criterion of computable calibrationcan be regarded as an extension of von Mises's frequentistapproach(Dawid, 1985a). Applied to the Bernoullitrials
model, it is equivalentto testing the appropriatenessof
thatmodel by checkingwhetheror not the outcome sequence satisfies the "randomnesspostulate"(see Section 3.3.3). However,the generalcalibrationcriterionis

a "fair exchange price" for the still-to-be-observed
quantity Xi. That is, You would regard as fair a
gamble thattransfersan amountci (Xi - ri) from You
to A, whateverthe size ci, be it positive or negative,
of the gamble. Moreover,this attitude should not be
affected even if A were to adjust the sizes (ci) of his
bets in the light of previous outcomes, taking ci =
... Xi-1) for some strategy a = (al, a2...)
Oi(XI,
(a real-valuedfunction on finite strings).For any such
strategy,You should be happy to accept A's sequence
of bets.
Assume that A starts with capital Ko = 1 and
operates a strategya; then A's capitaljust after time
N is KN := 1 + iN1ao(Xi, ..., Xi-1)(Xi - Hi).
It can be shown that, so long as a is constructedso
that Ki > 0 for any possible outcome sequence (A is
not allowed to risk losing more than he possesses),
the distributionP assigns probability 1 to the event
that KN will remain bounded above as N -- oc: that

is, if You only take on gambles You regardas fair,You
do not expect that you will lose Your whole fortune.
Takingthis propertyas our Borel criterion,we can thus
regard the distribution P as empirically discredited,

in the light of a specific observed sequence x of
outcomes, if y•Ni Ci(Xi - 7i) - oc, that is (without
ever risking going negative), the adversary'sbetting
strategysucceeds in wiping You out. Once again, we
can extend this by allowing some such computable
adversary to succeed against You.
This martingale criterion is in some sense the stron-

gest that can be applied, in that when it is satisfied so
too are other Borel criteria such as computable calibration. A form of the criterion (without, however,
invoking computability) has been taken as the "fundamental interpretive principle" underlying the gametheoretical approach to probability theory expounded
by Shafer and Vovk (2001). This approach can be used
to derive many familiar limit theorems (such as the law
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of the iteratedlogarithm,Dawid and Vovk, 1999), now
guaranteedto hold, not merely with probability1, but
for every individual data-sequencefor which the underlyingprobabilitymodel is not falsified (by allowing
some adversaryto become infinitelyrich).
4.2 EmpiricalProbability
The calibrationcriterionis thoroughlyinvestigated
in Dawid (1985a). In particularit is shown that, if
P and Q are two computablejoint probabilitydistributionsfor the sequenceX, andboth P and Q pass the
computablecalibrationtest for a certainempiricaldatasequence x, then we must have essential agreementof
the forecasts (7i) and (Ki) respectively produced by
P and Q for that data-sequence: ,i - Ki -+ 0.13 This

is another variant of Jeffreys's law.14 These asymptotically unique calibratedforecastprobabilitiesmight
then be consideredas having some objectiveexistence
in the physical universe. However, it can be shown
(Dawid, 1985b) that there is no computableprocedure
to discoverthe values of these "empiricalprobabilities"
for any given data-sequence.And it is possible thatno
sequenceof forecastswill be computablycalibratedfor
a given data-sequence(Schervish, 1985).
These considerationscan be extendedto cases where
additional information may be available, over and
above the values of past X's, when each new Xi is
to be forecast; then the place-selection rules entering
the computablecalibrationrequirementmust also be
allowed to take this informationinto account. Again
it can be shown that all computablycalibratedcomputableforecast systems must be in asymptoticagreement;but the implied "objective"probabilityforecasts
will vary with the nature and extent of the available
information.This conception of physical probability
is thus a subtle and fundamentallyrelativisticone. In
particular,there is no logical contradictionin believing in deep determinism(the case in which, for some
suitably detailed informationbase, the asymptotically
valid probability forecasts would all be 0 or 1), at the
same time associating nonextreme probabilities with
the outcomes at the less refined level of actually available information.
13The same conclusion must likewise hold when P and both
Q
pass the strongermartingaletest of Section 4.1.
14Note, however, that no propertyanything like as strong as
absolutecontinuitybetween P and Q is requiredhere;in particular,
nothing is assumed or asserted about whether P and Q agree, in
any sense, for data-sequencesotherthanthe one actuallyobserved.
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5. CAUSALITY
Certainprobabilisticscientifictheoriesthatwe might
consider could also contain other, nonprobabilistic,
terms not relating directly to observables, and so not
directly falsifiable. So long as we use such terms in a
purely instrumentalfashion, and regardas meaningful
outputs of our theory only those assertions that do
relate (according to our accepted rules of interpretation) to genuinely observable quantities, such additional terms can be accommodatedin our general
approachwithout handicap, and can sometimes simplify theoreticalmanipulations.However,care mustbe
taken not to impartmeaning to theoreticalterms that
do not correspondto observablequantities,and this is
often harderthanone might at firstsuppose.This problem arises in an especially acute form in the area of
causal inference.
5.1 Potential Responses
Much currentstatisticalworkin causal inferencelies
within the frameworkof "potentialresponse" modelling (Rubin, 1978; Dawid, 2000); a closely related
approach is based on deterministic "structuralrelations" (Pearl, 2000; Dawid, 2002). A causal model
constructedfrom such a standpointmight contain a
term, Y1 say, to represent"the durationof my current
headache if I take aspirin"and anotherterm, Yo say,
for "its durationif I do not." It is clear what I have
to do if I wish to observe either of these quantities:
I either take, or refrainfrom taking, aspirin,and then
I measure how long my headache lasts. In this sense,
both Y1and Y2are (separately)empiricallyobservable
and meaningful.However, since, as a matterof logic,
I can never simultaneouslyboth take and not take aspirin, there is no conceivable measurementprocedure
that could evaluate, say, YI - Yo,which is thus a theoretical term with no physical counterpart.This lack
of any link with the physical universe gives rise to
grave philosophical and practical difficulties if, as is
commonly done, one attemptsto base causal inference
on assertions about quantities such as Y1 - Yo. In particular, as pointed out by Dawid (2000), it is possible in these frameworks to set up distinct theoretical
models that make identical assertions about all physically observable quantities-models that thus could
never be distinguished on an empirical basis in any
circumstances--but which imply different "causal conclusions" when these are phrased in terms of unobservable quantities such as Y1 - Yo. This behavior is
in strong defiance of both Jeffreys's law and common
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sense. These ambiguities cannot be removed except
by imposing equally arbitraryand unfalsifiableadditional constraints,such as "treatment-unitadditivity."
For these reasons I regardmuch of the currententerprise of causal inference as "fundamentallymetaphysical." It cannot be disputed that much work of great
value and importancehas emerged,but thatcan largely
be credited to the triumphof sound intuition over an
inappropriateand cumbersomeframework.And even
a strong intuition may not be enough to locate unfailingly the delicate dividing line between those theoretical assertions that are empirically meaningful and
those that (although equally well-formed mathematically) are scientific nonsense.
5.2 A Falsificationist Approach
Traditionally,statisticiansshied away from any concern with causal analysis. Now that this enterpriseis
being taken more seriously, the prevalentview is that
essentially new tools-such as joint modelling of potentialresponses-are requiredto take on this task.I do
not subscribeto this view. I consider that the standard
tools of probabilityand statisticaltheory are adequate
for causal investigations-so long as the subtle relationships between model and reality, as already considered above, are kept clearly in mind. To paraphrase
de Finetti: "Causalitydoes not exist." That is, while
we may find uses for causal terms within our theories
in the intellectual universe, there are no direct external referents of such terms within the physical universe. Thus our understandingand interpretationof
causal models of the world must again be indirect.
However, no new ideas are needed: these tasks can
be undertakenusing the same falsificationistapproach,
based on Borel criteria,already developed for probabilistic modelling.
In my view, causal modelling and inference do not
differ in any qualitativeway from regularprobabilistic
modelling and inference. Rather,they differ quantitatively, because they have a more extended scope and
ambition:namely, to identify and utilize relationships
that are stable over a shifting range of environments
("regimes"). For example, we might entertain a collection of probability models for different economies,
in different countries and different times, but relate
these all together by assuming that they all share certain specified common probabilistic features-such as
the distribution of the inflation rate, conditional on the
central bank's base interest rate and the demand for and
supply of manufactured goods. This is a causal theory,
which might or might not be a good description.

Frequently, though by no means invariably, we
are concerned with regimes that differ by virtue of
possible interventionsby an external agent, such as:
give aspirin to, or withhold aspirin from, a patient;
or recommendthat the patient does or does not take
aspirin;or simply observe whether or not the patient
takes aspirin. For this reason we sometimes refer to
this approach as "decision-theoretic,"although this
should not be understood as restricting its scope to
interventionalproblems.
Often You will be able to conceive of many instancesof each regime-instances thatYou would happily regardas exchangeable.For a generic instance of
regime i there would be a multivariatecollection Xi
of observablequantities,with specific version Xij for
instance j of regime i. Under exchangeabilityacross
instances within each regime, an appropriatemodel
would take all the (Xij) as independent,being identically distributed,with joint distributionPi say, for
all instances j of regime i-the (Pi) perhaps being subject to additionalspecificationof their qualitative or quantitativestructureand relationships.Such a
model is falsifiable, using either the general approach
of Section 3.3.4 or, in this case, the simpler frequentist approachof Section 3.3.3. We can interpretPi in
terms of limiting relativefrequencies across many instances of regime i. Alternatively,if our model encompasses a potentiallyinfinite collection of regimes, but
only a finite number of instances of each, we could
use a calibration-typeBorel criterionto test its empirical validity.
A causal model imposes relationshipsbetween the
various Pi describingthe differentregimes. For example, let T = 1 or 0 refer to the taking or not taking of
aspirin,and Y to the durationof headache.In regime 1
(resp. 0) the patientis made to take (resp. not take) aspirin; in regime "*", the patient makes his own self-

medication decision. We introduce conjecturedjoint
probabilitydistributionsP1, Po and P. for (T, Y) in
each of these regimes [for consistency of interpretation we require Pi (T = 1) = Po(T = 0) = 1]. A possible causal model might then assert that the conditional
distributions of Y given T are the same in all three
regimes. Equivalently, using pl to represent a density under P1, etc., we require p,(yIT = 1)= pi(y),
= 0) = po(y). That is to say, we are assertp.(yIT
that, so far as its predicted effect on Y is coning
cerned, it does not matter how the treatment came to
be administered. Such causal assertions are phrasable
entirely within standard probabilistic language. They
can be very naturally expressed and manipulated using
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the notationand calculus of conditionalindependence,
with or without associated graphical representations
(Dawid, 2002); however,this is in no way fundamental.
The above model could be tested and possibly falsified in a straightforwardfashion, by comparingthe
relevantrelative frequencies across the three regimes.
While there would often be severe practical impediments to gathering data under one or more of the
regimes of interest, in principle at least it is clear
what has to be done. This gives a clear empirical
meaning to causal assumptions. When they can be
regarded as valid, such assumptions can be used to
supporttransferof probabilisticinformationfrom one
regime to another:an importantpurpose and use for
causal analysis.
If we find that our causal model does not describe
the physical world well, we might try and elaborateit
until it does. One common approachis to tryto identify
some additionalvariable,U say, such thatconditioning
on U restores the desired invarianceacross regimes:

= 1, u) _ pl(ylu),

- 0, u)

po(ylu).

= When
p,(yIT
p,(ylT confounder."
Such
a variable U is a "potential
U is unobservedor otherwise omitted, the invariance
structuremay well disappear,destroying or severely
limiting the possibility of informationtransferacross
regimes. An analysis of the problem of confounding
from the decision-theoreticviewpoint can be found in
Dawid (2002); Dawid (2003) studies what information
can still be transferredin certainproblemsconfounded
by incomplete patient compliance with the doctor's
treatmentrecommendations.
5.3 Causal Relativism
As is the case for our conception of Probability
(see Section 4.2), an importantfeatureof our approach
to Causality is its relativism. We may choose to describe the world at various coarser or finer levels of
detail. At any such level we might discover probabilistic invariancesacross differentregimes, which we
could term "causal."In some cases these might be
reflections of causal relations (possibly deterministic,
although this should not be assumed without good evidence) at a deeper level; but in general there need be
no connections between the different levels of analysis. This means that a reductionist program, while often
valuable and fruitful, cannot be universally successful: certain properties of coarse-grained systems may
be genuinely emergent. Note that this understanding
would simply not be available if, following most philosophical discussion of causation to date, we insisted on
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understandingall causalmodels in deterministic,rather
thanprobabilistic,terms.
This minimalist decision-theoreticapproachallows
us to talk about causality in a simple common sense
way, withoutneeding to concern ourselves with issues
of deep determinismor free will, or taking a fatalistic
view of the world (Dawid, 2000). While philosophers
may balk atits journeymanneglect of such issues, I feel
that it liberates scientists to get on with doing useful
things, without being sidetrackedby metaphysicalirrelevancies.
6. CONCLUSION
I have outlined a minimalistempiricistapproachto
Probabilityand Causality.In this view, probabilityand
causality "do not exist." Rather,they are purely theoretical concepts, relating only indirectly to the physical universe. Probability assignments can be tested
empirically, in the large rather than individually, by
means of Borel falsifiability criteria such as calibration. Probabilityforecaststhatare empiricallyvalid attain a degree of objectivity: they are asymptotically
unique (thoughtypically unknowable).However,even
this degree of objectivityremainsrelative,since the appropriatevalues dependon the natureand extent of the
informationavailable.Causal theories are nothing but
ambitiousprobabilistictheories, positing certaincommon patternsof behavior across a range of different
contexts, and raise no new issues of principle.
This programmakes no metaphysical assumptions
about the true nature or behavior of Probability or
Causality, and is equally agnostic about such issues
as deep determinism;but it does support a straightforwardapproachto building, testing, using and interpretingprobabilistictheoriesof the world. Whentaken
seriously, it necessitatessome seriousrethinking,or at
least reinterpretation,of familiarpatternsof argument:
such as the assumption,underlying much of statistical inference, that there exists a "true (probabilistic)
data-generatingprocess"and thatthe task of inference
is to learn something about it; or, in economic rational expectations theory (Muth, 1961) and game theory
(Kalai and Lehrer, 1993), that an agent's or player's
personal probability distribution over events should be
the same as, or absolutely continuous with respect to,
"Nature's true distribution." Although our approach is
based on excluding from discussion any concept of a
"true distribution," such hypotheses can be rephrased
in our framework, as requiring agreement (as assessed
by, e.g., calibration) between some probabilistic theory and actual outcomes in the world. Doing this then
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enables us to consider more critically exactly what is
being assumed or asserted by such a hypothesis, and
thus how reasonableit might be.
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